small kitchen

TILE WITH STYLE
A bit of European
flair came with
the backsplash
installation. The
team worked
with the installer
to make sure
the full pattern
would show.

Work It All In

A ho-hum ‘apartment size’ galley
kitchen gets a new look that is
steeped in style and full of storage.
writer MARIE MCCARTAN photographer ED GOHLICH
field editor KAREN REINECKE
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Opening Up Sallie and Jon
Serkes knew their Montecito,
California, condo had potential,
so they tapped interior
designer Elizabeth Vallino to
assist with a down-to-the-studs
project that transformed the
nondescript ’70s-era space.
The biggest change came
when the wall between the
kitchen and living room was
removed to make way for a
larger peninsula. After careful
measuring, the peninsula
(formerly just 36 inches from
the sink wall) was moved
4 inches into the living
room area. “Every inch was
important,” Vallino says. “We
were literally parsing inches
to include the built-in fridge,
a pro-style range, and lots of
smart storage.”

Make a Splash A graceful

single-handle pull-down faucet,
above left, makes cleanup
easy. A smaller matching
faucet provides filtered
water. The apron-front sink
accommodates big pots.

Space-Savvy Moves

Vallino added a few wise
selections to enhance the
sense of spaciousness.
She chose a side-by-side
refrigerator, opposite, so the
doors wouldn’t open as far
into the room. Light-gray
cabinets on the sink wall help
brighten the kitchen, while the
blue peninsula moves the eye
and becomes a focal point.
These colors drive the room’s
transitional vibe.

bhg.com/kitchenbath
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Love at First Light

When Sallie spotted these
reproduction mercury glass
pendants, right, she knew
they were perfect for over
the peninsula. To get good
light, Vallino suggests hanging
pendants 36 to 48 inches
above the countertop.

Sturdy Stone The
countertop, far right, is
quartzite, a natural stone
that is harder and,
depending on the grade,
often more durable than
granite. “In this case, we
chose it for its beauty,” Vallino
says, as the color and pattern
make it resemble marble.

“ We had 160 inches to work with, and every inch was important.
We were literally parsing inches to include the built-in fridge, a
pro-style range, and lots of smart storage.”—Elizabeth Vallino, interior designer
Stealthy Shelves Open

shelves fitted into an area that
formerly housed a water heater
provided the perfect spot for
the microwave oven and other
staples, far left. The side walls
cleverly hide a support beam
that had to be added when
the wall was removed.

By the Dozen Vallino
loves to include drawers in
kitchens. “They’re so much
more functional than moving
dishes from a shelf,” she says.
After careful measuring, she
was able to include 12 in the
peninsula, left. They flank a
pro-style range, so cookware
and utensils are in easy reach.
Pretty Details “We
thought of the kitchen as a
little jewel box,” Vallino says.
“Everywhere the eye lands,
there should be a treat.” The
cabinet pulls, left and opposite,
which have an Art Deco vibe,
are a good example of this.
“We wanted every spot to
feel loved,” Vallino says.
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Mix It Up Glass fronts on
cabinets, above, make a small
kitchen look larger. Sallie likes
how they repeat the glass in
the windows and also allow
the eye to wander to the
dishes. The slight rubbed
edge on the backsplash tile
imparts an aged feel to the
kitchen, and the narrow
beaded edge on the cabinets
adds dimension.

SMALL-KITCHEN SOLUTION

Even the most petite kitchens can benefit
from a hardworking island. Go to
BHG.com/IslandIdeas for islands that
take style and function up a notch.

